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Chapter 3

Searching for Associative Writing

in the Web

Having defined Associative Writing in the previous chapter as the process of using as-
sociative links to integrate a writer’s new contributions with existing materials, it was
decided that the next step should be to illustrate this definition by describing some
examples of integrated hypertexts found in the Web. This chapter therefore describes
two investigations which aimed to uncover evidence of Associative Writing in the Web
for discussion and inspiration. The first investigation proceeded using a manual inspec-
tion of numerous Web sites and pages, based on the recommendations of colleagues.
Although some significant examples were found and analysed, the number of examples
was far less than anticipated.

In response to this result, a follow-up investigation was initiated with a slight shift of
focus: rather than attempt to uncover individual examples of integrated hypertexts
by hand through recommendations and ad-hoc browsing, the investigation attempted
to conduct a systematic search of a much larger cross-section of the Web, beyond the
means of a manual search. It was also hoped that the results of this investigation
would help begin to quantify the extent of Associative Writing on the Web at large.
To achieve this, evidence of Associative Writing in Web pages archived by the Internet
Archive organisation1 was computationally gathered and reported. The results of both
investigations are presented and analysed in this chapter, and also positioned relative
to existing studies of Web linking phenomena — some of which have helped inform
proposals for further investigation. In order to introduce these investigations, we must
first consider how to look for evidence of Associative Writing in the often heavily graphic-
and navigation-oriented pages of today’s Web.

1http://www.archive.org/
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3.1 Where is the Associative Writing?

The Web provides only a single, simple linking mechanism; a point-to-page link that
enables writers to connect two Web pages. The growing complexity of Web pages and
sites however, has forced Web authors and designers to use these links to achieve a
multitude of different functions. This is illustrated by Haas et al ’s investigation of the
use of links in Web pages, which described over 30 different uses of the basic link (Haas
and Grams, 1998b) falling under 4 major categories:

1. Navigation — links articulating the structure of a Web site, for example home
page, previous page, next page, search, table of contents.

2. Expansion — links leading to a detailed presentation of the link anchor, for example
illustration, diagram, graph, definition, citation, example, video clip, audio clip.

3. Resource — links to topically related pages.

4. Miscellaneous — for example, advertisement links.

Web designers rely on presentation conventions that have emerged through the Web’s
history to provide visual cues to the reader about which links on the page are being
used for which purpose; Web browsers treat all links equally in the display2 so it is up to
the designer to lay out information on the page in such a way as to convey the purpose
of each link to the user. Of particular importance is the distinction between what this
work terms “functional” and “content” regions of a Web page.

Functional regions on a page serve to expose a site’s primary structure, providing local
coherence (Moulthrop, 1992) by listing links to nearby pages or media (cf. Haas et al ’s
navigation links). The positioning and layout of functional regions on a Web page have
become standard across the most frequently visited sites, and hence adopted by many
other designers. Nielsen has documented some of these now de facto standards (Nielsen,
1999), which he terms landmarks (Nielsen, 1995). Many sites place a horizontal set of
tabs across the top of the page to indicate the main areas of their content (Figure 3.1). A
popular way of presenting navigation links is to place a coloured strip containing the links
down the left (Figure 3.2) or top of the page. Many sites also use a “breadcrumb trail”
across the top of the page to situate the current page relative to its parent nodes and
to allow users to jump up several levels of the site hierarchy in a single click (Figure 3.1
and 3.3). Some “index’‘ or “bookmark” pages may consist purely of navigational links
to other pages (Figure 3.3). Navigation links provide a function which is orthogonal to
the content of the page, so embedding such links in the content of the page makes little

2Of course, the visual attributes of links in the browser (for example, colour) can be specified, but
there is no standard for doing so; in fact Nielsen recommends that the default visual attributes be allowed
to prevail (Nielsen, 1996a).
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Figure 3.1: Navigation tabs and breadcrumb trail from Amazon.

Figure 3.2: Left-hand navigation strip and lists of navigation links from CNN.

sense; indeed Haas et al observed that navigational links were typically isolated from
content:

Some uses of links are becoming conventionalised. For example, many
pages provide a navigation bar at the top or bottom of the page, containing
links to major sub-pages of the site. These links are isolated from the text
or other content of the page. We found, in fact, that 84% of isolated links
are for navigation, and that 82% of navigation links are isolated (Haas and
Grams, 1998b, pg. 107).

By contrast, the content regions of Web pages remain largely unstructured and are a
potentially rich source of Haas et al ’s expansion and resource links. It is therefore within
these content regions that evidence of Associative Writing may be found.

3.2 Investigation 1: Manual Search

In early 2000, a study of the use of linking in the Web was carried out with the aim
of finding some interesting examples of Associative Writing (Carr et al., 2000b). The
results of this investigation were presented at the 9th International World-Wide Web
conference (Carr et al., 2000a).
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Figure 3.3: Breadcrumb trail and list of navigational links from Yahoo!.

The investigation proceeded with a manual inspection of numerous Web sites and pages,
based on recommendations from colleagues and contributors to the hypertext commu-
nity website Hypertext Kitchen3. We were surprised to discover just how much of the
linking on the many personal home pages, commercial Web sites and educational sites we
inspected was functional — structured navigation regions and ad-hoc, non-hierarchical
“related information” links presented alongside unlinked content. We did however, dis-
cover a small number of scientific and technical sites which demonstrated interesting
content linking strategies.

With some of these sites, it proved difficult to make the distinction between functional
and content regions. Web Log (‘blog’) style sites, such as SlashDot and Scripting News,
use links in short ‘news’ paragraphs but it became difficult to tell whether the links
annotated the news items or the sentence-long news items simply annotated the links.
A number of other news sites, such as CNET and Wired provided links within their
stories to the home pages (or stock prices) of commercial or institutional bodies that are
mentioned, whereas Nielsen’s own Alertbox site linked from the content of the current
“bulletin” any relevant previous bulletins.

NASA’s Astronomy Picture of the Day4, a popular site which illustrates and discusses
different astronomical phenomena, provided links from each day’s content not just to
relevant information from previous days, but also to external educational and scientific
Web pages which explain or illustrate any key ideas, concepts or technical terms used in
the text (Figure 3.4). The online Scientific American provided a similar service for its

3http://www.hypertextkitchen.com/
4http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/
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Figure 3.4: Astronomy Picture of the Day for 30th November 1999.

“enhanced articles”5. Although both sites share a similar brief on increasing the public
understanding of science, Scientific American’s British counterpart New Scientist was
found to provide no links from the content of its articles. The same applied for the
online National Geographic, a finding also reported by (Fagerjord, 2001).

Both the Astronomy Picture of the Day and Scientific American sites seemed to illus-
trate good examples of Associative Writing in the Web, so the next step was to contact
the editors of both sites in order to obtain an insight into how these processes were
taking place. The editors of the Scientific American site reported that as an online
(“enhanced”) version of a printed text, articles go through separate writing and edito-
rial processes, requiring both writer input to suggest suitable links to existing related
materials in the Web, and editorial input to ensure consistency of approach over time.

By contrast, Robert Nemiroff, the co-producer of Astronomy Picture of the Day, reported
5At the time of writing (September 2002), however, this practice seems to have been curbed.
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that pages on the site do not undergo separate writing and editorial processes, and
instead are written explicitly to be linked. Each day’s content is constructed to function
as an “abstract” with links providing all the detailed or background information required
by the various readership profiles. As such, the process of Associative Writing is seen by
the authors as easier than that of writing linear text, because linear text must “express
every idea and elaboration that is necessary to the understanding of the subject”, a
philosophy that reinforces some of the advantages of Associative Writing put forward in
the previous chapter.

In an attempt to explain why so few examples were found, the investigation concluded
that perhaps Associative Writing is sufficiently at odds with writers’ “normal” experience
of literacy as to limit its widespread use. However, this explanation seems at odds with
the principles on which this work bases an understanding of Associative Writing, which
argue that writers “borrow and sew together [text] to create new discourse” (Porter,
1986) and that the real power of documents is their ability to refer to, refute, and
elaborate on each other (Hill and Mehlenbacher, 1996). The investigation also suggested
that the effort required to locate high quality material to link to may be an issue here:
certainly in the case of Astronomy Picture of the Day, competent editorial experience
and a knowledge of the kinds of material available in a particular subject domain are
the key to the site’s approach to writing.

3.3 Investigation 2: Automatic Search

After the manual search for evidence of Associative Writing uncovered fewer examples
than we had anticipated, a second investigation was initiated in late 2001 with a slight
shift of focus: rather than attempt to uncover individual examples of integrated hyper-
texts by hand through recommendations and ad-hoc browsing, the investigation would
attempt to conduct a systematic search of a much larger cross-section of the Web and
help give some quantitative indication of the extent of Associative Writing on the Web
at large.

Such an investigation has been made possible by the efforts of the Internet Archive,
which provides powerful computational access to a massive digital library of Web pages.
Collections of Web pages are acquired by the Internet Archive using Web-crawling robots,
which automatically gather pages from publicly accessible sites — each page is then
examined for links to other pages that can be queued for crawling. At the time of the
investigation, the Internet Archive was estimated to have archived over 10 billion pages,
requiring over 100 terabytes of digital storage. This section reports on the techniques
developed by the author to computationally analyse the archived Web pages and identify
evidence of Associative Writing. The results of this investigation were presented at the
2002 ACM Hypertext Conference (Miles-Board et al., 2002).
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Figure 3.5: Overview of the Internet Archive architecture.

Number of links 27
Link density 17%

Table 3.1: Characteristics of an ‘average’ page from the dataset.

3.3.1 Searching the Internet Archive

Although openly accessible to researchers, a working knowledge of the Unix environment
and Perl scripting is essential for examining the contents of the Internet Archive. The
archive is distributed across many hundreds of machines, each with up to 20 hard disk
drives filled with compressed “crawl data-files” (Burner and Kahle, 1996), each contain-
ing approximately 104 Web pages (Figure 3.5). Unix tools provided by the Internet
Archive librarians allow custom analyses to be carried out in parallel across any number
of machines, vastly increasing the range and efficiency of analysis.

3.3.1.1 Dataset

100 crawl data-files were randomly selected from the entire archive, collectively archiving
a total of 770,992 individual Web pages6 gathered by the Internet Archive robots between
January 1997 and March 2001. Table 3.1 shows a simple profile of an ‘average’ page
from the dataset. Pages were most likely to have been gathered from a .com domain
(accounting for 53% of the dataset), followed by .edu (10%), .org (6%), and .net (5%).
Note that the statistics in Table 3.1 describe the characteristics of an average page with
no distinction made between linking in functional and content regions — the next step
was to develop techniques for automatically decomposing each page from the dataset
into such regions.

6The data-files contained many different Web media, including HTML, plain text, images, and video.
Of these files, 770,992 were in HTML format and used for analysis.

.com
.edu
.org
.net
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br button caption center code col colgroup dd
dir div dl dt form frame frames frameset h1 h2 h3
h4 h5 h6 hr li ol optgroup option p select table
tbody td textarea tfoot th thead tr ul

Figure 3.6: HTML elements treated as region boundaries.

3.3.1.2 Design

In the first investigation, a hybrid approach was used to identify functional and content
regions of Web pages: we manually examined how the Astronomy Picture of the Day
and Scientific American pages used visual and structural cues to separate functional
from content regions and used this knowledge to “bootstrap” the statistical analysis of
content regions reported in (Carr et al., 2000b). However, the size and diversity of the
dataset in the second investigation precluded any such hybrid approach. An algorithm
was therefore developed which could automatically decompose any Web page into its
constituent functional and content regions.

The algorithm works by analysing the HTML structure underlying each page: instead of
applying pre-formulated rules for identifying boundaries between regions, it treats any
HTML element which causes content to be visually separated from its surroundings as
a boundary between one region and the next. The most obvious region boundaries are
elements such as headings, paragraphs, and tables; lower-level instructions such as bold
and italic text formatting are ignored. For completeness, Figure 3.6 lists all the HTML
elements which have been identified as region boundaries. Figure 3.3.1.2 shows how the
algorithm decomposes a page from the Astronomy Picture of the Day site into regions.

Having decomposed a page into its constituent regions, the algorithm then identified
which regions were functional and which actually contained the content of the page. In
the first investigation, a link density “threshold” was tailored specifically to the Astron-
omy Picture of the Day and Scientific American pages — regions with a link density
above this threshold were treated as functional and excluded from further analysis. The
large dataset in this investigation called for a more generic approach, and so number
of potential heuristics for automatically identifying functional and content regions were
identified:

Link destination Information about link destination may give some clue about in-
tended purpose. Regions containing on-site (local) links may well be functional;
regions containing off-site links are perhaps more likely to be content. However,
this metric may be highly misleading: many content links in the Astronomy Pic-
ture of the Day and Scientific American sites were previous local articles; the New
Scientist site was distributed across several servers, so off-site links actually proved
to be serving a functional purpose.
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Figure 3.7: Decomposing a Web page into regions of navigation and content.

Number of links The total number of links in a region. No links would indicate an
unlinked content region; one or more links would indicate a functional or content
region.

Region Length From the observations in the first investigation, one might expect
content regions to contain more text than functional regions.

Link distribution The distribution of links in a region. Functional regions seem to
exhibit an ordered distribution (for example, a list of links), whereas linking in
content regions is far more erratic.

Link density The ratio of linked text (text appearing inside link anchors) to unlinked
text. Since functional regions typically contain little other than navigational links,
a high link density would tend to indicate a functional region.
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3.3.1.3 Procedure

A Perl script automatically examined each of the 770,992 HTML pages in the dataset,
applying the following process to each individual page:

1. Divide page into regions according to boundary algorithm described above.

2. Derive the following metrics for each region:

(a) Total number of links.

(b) Total length, in words.

(c) Distribution of links (expressed as the average number of unlinked words
between link anchors).

(d) Link density.

3. Compare these metrics to a set of pre-determined “thresholds”:

(a) The region must contain at least 4 links.

(b) The length of the region must be at least 30 words.

(c) The average number of unlinked words between link anchors in the region
must be at least 4.

(d) The link density of the region must be not more than 80%.

4. If page contains at least 4 separate regions which match these thresholds, report
the URL of the page as a positive ‘hit’, otherwise report the page as a ‘miss’.

In order to discover examples of Associative Writing, the metrics were designed to filter
out pages which contained several ‘well-linked’ content regions in the hope that such
pages would approximate well to Associative Writing. As it turned out, however, these
well-linked content regions were not always evidence of a higher-level Associative Writ-
ing strategy in action, a finding that will be discussed shortly. The criteria for reporting
a positive “hit” was intentionally set high in anticipation of only a small number hits
being reported — these pages could then be manually checked in order to verify the cor-
rect operation of the script before initiating further investigations with lower reporting
criteria. The larger number of “hits” expected from further runs could then be reported
with a greater degree of confidence.

3.3.2 Results

A total of 576 pages from the dataset were reported as positive hits. These pages were
manually checked using the Wayback Machine7 (Feise, 2000), a public interface to the

7http://web.archive.org/
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http://web.archive.org/web/19991013033522/http://artofcheese.com:80/product.htm

Wayback Machine archived date URL of archived page

Figure 3.8: Wayback Machine URL addressing scheme.

Internet Archive which allows casual users to search for and access archived versions of
Web pages through a normal browser without having to access the underlying storage
mechanisms of the archive. For each positive hit, the script constructed a Wayback
Machine URL so that the page could be easily inspected in a browser. Figure 3.8 shows
the Wayback Machine URL from a reported hit.

Of the 576 pages reported by the script, 264 pages (46% of the total reported) were
confirmed as positive ‘hits’ (correctly meeting the reporting criteria outlined above).
The remaining 312 pages (54%) were identified as false positives (incorrectly meeting
the reporting criteria).

3.3.2.1 Analysis of Positive Hits

During the manual verification of the results reported from the first run, it was noted that
a number of different linking practices were evident in the positive results; well-linked
content sections were not always evidence of a higher-level Associative Writing strategy
in action, as initially hoped. The distinction between the different kinds of content
linking observed is less clear-cut than that between functional and content regions. In
order to classify the different kinds of content linking observed, not only did each link
anchor and its surrounding context have to be carefully examined, but also each link had
to be followed in an attempt to understand the significance of the relationship between
the link anchor and the destination page. This examination revealed a total of 58 pages
(22% of the positive hits) which were considered to be evidence of an Associative Writing
strategy. A small selection of these pages is presented in Appendix A. Many pages also
contained evidence of a number of content linking strategies, which were classified into
four major categories: structure linking, citation linking, reference linking, and glossary
linking. Table 3.2 summarises the observed instances of each type of linking.

Structure linking 9% of pages consistently linked references to structural features
when they appeared in the content (for example, Figure A, Section 2, Chapter XL). The
target of these links was usually highly predictable. Pages containing structure linking
typically formed parts of larger structured documents, such as essays, manuals, and
research papers. Figure 3.9 shows an example of structural linking in a technical report.

Citation linking Citation marks in the content were linked to full citation details
(rather than the cited work itself) by 16% of pages. Like structure linking, this practice
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Figure 3.9: Structure linking in NOAA Special Climate Summary, January 1997.

Figure 3.10: Citation linking in Judicial Independence: Can It Be Without Article
III?.

was typically confined to pages with technical content and the target of the links was
also highly predicatable. Figure 3.10 shows an example of citation linking in an essay.

Reference linking 70% of the hits consistently linked proper nouns when they ap-
peared in content regions, for example, linking references to people, products, organi-
sations, and places, to a “home page”, page containing further information, or a page
which allowed readers to buy the product. Destination Web pages were also referenced
directly by name in the link anchor. Figure 3.11 shows an example of reference linking
(names of mathematicians appearing in the content are linked to a page on the same site
describing their life and work). The targets of reference links were usually predictable
(for example, in Figure 3.11, the link anchor Zermelo leads to a page about Zermelo),
but by no means standardised.

Glossary linking 16% of the hits used a specialised form of reference linking where
the target of the link is a definition in a glossary or dictionary, often part of the same
site. For example, each biological term in Figure 3.12 is linked to its definition in a
biological dictionary on the same site.

Figure 3.11: Reference linking in The Beginnings of Set Theory.
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Figure 3.12: Glossary linking in The Nervous System.

Content linking strategy % of positive hits using strategy

Reference linking 70
Associative Writing 22
Glossary linking 16
Citation linking 16
Structure linking 9

Table 3.2: Summary of observed instances of content linking strategies.

3.3.2.2 Related Work in Link Taxonomies

The purpose of this section is to position the analysis of positive hits relative to the work
of Haas et al (briefly described at the beginning of this chapter), and other link tax-
onomies described in the literature. The link taxonomies reported by Haas et al (Haas
and Grams, 1998a,b) and Fagerjord (Fagerjord, 2001) are also empirical, and so method-
ologies can also be compared.

Haas et al carried out a content analysis of 75 randomly selected Web pages, informing a
link taxonomy of 4 major categories: navigation, expansion, resource, and miscellaneous.
Navigation and expansion links accounted for over 80% of the observed links; resource
links, seeming closest to Associative Writing, accounted for only 15%. In contrast to
the investigations reported here which focus on linking strategies in content regions of
pages, Haas et al examined all links in their dataset, compiling and correlating results
from two independent investigators. However, the dataset examined by Haas et al was
significantly smaller; 75 compared to approx. 780,000 pages.

Fagerjord also describes an analysis of a relatively small dataset, in the comparison of
a selection of Web “features” on the National Geographic Web site with their magazine
and television counterparts (each feature appeared in each of the three presentation
mediums). In analysing these features, Fagerjord divided links into three categories:

1. Navigation links that articulate a site’s structure.

2. Presentation links used to display the next or previous part of a text, or start a
movie.

3. Relation links that jump to another place in the hypertext that is related in some
way to the present page or paragraph.
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Haas et al Fagerjord

Structure presentation
Citation
Reference expansion
Glossary expansion
Associative W. resource related
Functional navigation navigation

Table 3.3: Correlating observed linking strategies with other empirical work.

Fagerjord reported that he found no relation links in the National Geographic sites he
analysed, only navigation and presentation links, concluding that the sites were actually
“more linear” than the film and magazine counterparts. Table 3.3 shows the correlations
between the link categories observed in the investigation reported here (with the addition
of a ‘functional’ link category for completeness) and those of Haas et al and Fagerjord.

There have been many other proposals for link taxonomies in the literature, mostly
created in the context of hypertext systems. Haas et al note that in terms of linking
pages (or nodes) together, there is a crucial difference between hypertext systems and
the Web (Haas and Grams, 1998b): A hypertext system is generally created with a
single purpose or theme, and although several authors may work on the system for
several years, there is generally a sense of unity and similarity of style throughout the
system. Pages on the Web, however, share no such unity or purpose of style; writers
can link to any other page on the Web, regardless of the difference between the source
and target page in terms of genre, style, intended audience, or even language or culture.
Therefore, in comparison with taxonomies from various closed, application- or domain-
specific hypertext systems, a classification of Web linking is much more general in order
to account for the types of relationships between pages found on the Web. However,
as Table 3.4 shows, there is some correlation between the observed linking practices
reported here and such a priori taxonomies.

Trigg One of the earliest reports of research using any form of typed links is Trigg’s dis-
sertation (Trigg, 1983), recently reappraised by (Bernstein, 2001). Trigg’s Textnet hyper-
text system included 75 different link types, which were broadly classified into two cate-
gories: normal and commentary links. Normal links, largely rhetorical, connected nodes
on the basis of argument structure or discourse, for example: citation, background, ex-
planation, example, futurework, refutation, support. Commentary links connected com-
ments and criticisms to the work, for example: comment-critical, relatedwork-ignores,
argumentation-redherring, style-boring.

DeRose DeRose proposed a link taxonomy to represent the interconnections between
different versions, translations and annotations of ancient texts in a hypertext net-
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Trigg DeRose Baron et al Cleary & Bareiss

Structure implicit
Citation citation† implicit
Reference explanation, implicit, rhetorical

summarisation, annotational
detail..

Glossary explanation, implicit rhetorical
summarisation,
detail..

Associative W. normal, associative content-based conversational
commentary associative

Functional organisational

†Both taxonomies share a citation link type, but Trigg’s intention is to link directly to the cited work rather than

details of it (possibly using more specialised citation links such as pioneer and eponym).

Table 3.4: Correlating observed linking strategies with other a priori work.

Figure 3.13: DeRose’s link taxonomy (DeRose, 1989).

work (DeRose, 1989). Although created with this specific domain in mind, DeRose
felt that his taxonomy (Figure 3.13) was generic enough to be applied to other domains.

Four of DeRose’s more conceptually complex link types bear further explanation:

Associative Connect single locations together in entirely unpredictable ways.

Annotational Connect single locations together in predictable ways, representing con-
nections from portions of a text to information about the text, such as the presence
of linguistic, thematic, or other phenomena.

Implicit Inferred when a particular document element is invoked by name in the content
of a document. Examples are links between terms used in the text and their
dictionary definitions, and references to named sections (for example, Chapter 2 ).

Isomorphic Inferred when a particular document element appears as an element name
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in a document. A simple example is a link that connects the same structural
element (for example a section) in two different translations of the same document.

The two main classes, extensional and intensional, are separated by the dimension of
storage — extensional links are based on the writer’s suggested uses of the hypertext
and need to be stored; intensional links can be automatically inferred and therefore do
not need to be stored. Links are also divided into different categories according to their
“ended-ness” — relational links are 1 to 1 (binary), inclusive links are 1 to many — and
in the case of inclusive links, whether the end points are ordered or unordered. These
dimensions make it difficult to draw overall comparisons with the (purely semantic) link
types informed by investigation 2 since Web links are binary and rarely inferred; indeed
Haas et al point out that the utility of such implicit links depends on shared knowledge
among hypertext authors and readers (Haas and Grams, 1998b) — such assumptions
are more likely to hold in a closed hypertext system than in the unconstrained arena of
the Web.

Baron et al Baron et al proposed a taxonomy of link types for application in a study
of the use of a hypertext reference manual (Baron et al., 1996). The taxonomy consisted
of two major categories: organisational and content-based links. Organisational links
were those used specifically for navigation through the hypertext, for example tables of
content, and directional cues such as previous and next page. Content-based links dealt
with specific relationships between nodes, and included semantic links such as similar,
contrast, and part/kind of, rhetorical links such as definition, explanation, illustration,
and summary, and pragmatic links such as warning, prerequisite, and example.

Cleary & Bareiss Cleary & Bareiss (Cleary and Bareiss, 1996) describe a link taxon-
omy based on a simple theory of conversation: “at any point in a conversation, there are
only a few general categories of follow-up statements that constitute a natural contin-
uation rather than a topic shift.” The resulting set of eight “conversational associative
categories” are presented as binary alternatives under four broader classes:

• Refocusing: Context/Specifies

• Comparison: Analogies/Alternatives

• Causality: Causes/Results

• Advice: Opportunities/Warnings

3.3.2.3 Analysis of False Positives

The diagnosed “false positive” results stemmed from two particular problems:
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Figure 3.14: False positive: CBS MarketWatch, October 28 1999 (16 links, 100
words, mean distance between links 5 words, link density 18%).

Figure 3.15: False positive: Spokane.net News Stories July 4 1999 (5 links, 78
words, mean distance between links 10 words, link density 24%).

• 59 pages (19% of the false positive results) contained regions that matched the
selection criteria, but on closer inspection the linking strategy in these regions
served a functional purpose. For example, Figure 3.14 shows a region from a CBS
Marketwatch page which contains a small embedded navigation menu next to each
stock symbol reported in the content. Figures 3.15 and 3.16 are typical of many
false positive results, where the “content regions” are in fact annotated functional
links.

• 253 pages (81% of the false positives) were found to have been incorrectly reported
due to an oversight in the design of the script. These pages made extensive use
of preformatted text to exercise explicit control over the layout of text on the
page. The script treated each area of preformatted text as single region of the
page, so large runs of preformatted text containing multiple links were able to
meet the reporting criteria. Innovative uses of preformatted text included lottery
numbers (Figure 3.18), family trees (Figure 3.19 — at least 60 pages from different
sites appeared to have been created using the same genealogy software package),
legacy documents, timetables, program code, television schedules (Figure 3.17),
newgroups, and FAQs.

Figure 3.16: False positive: Sourcerer - Magnesium Nitrate Suppliers (5 links, 37
words, mean distance between links 5 words, link density 22%).
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Figure 3.17: Preformatted text: Television schedule from Scifi.com ScheduleBot April
16, 2000 (17 links, 248 words, mean distance between links 12 words, link

density 13%).

Figure 3.18: Preformatted text: Lottery statistics from UK National Lotto Num-
ber Palace (4 links, 36 words, mean distance between links 5 words, link

density 36%).

Figure 3.19: Preformatted text: Genealogical information from Steven Hancock
Family Tree (5 links, 44 words, mean distance between links 5 words, link

density 34%).
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3.3.2.4 Discussion: Implications for Future Searches

This investigation succeeded in uncovering some evidence of Associative Writing, a sam-
ple of which is presented in Appendix A. In the manual verification of the reported ’hits’
from the dataset, it was found that pages matching the thresholds demonstrated several
different content linking strategies. In total, evidence of Associative Writing accounted
for at approximately 0.01% of the entire dataset (although lower reporting thresholds
are likely to increase this estimate).

The observed content linking strategies seem to correlate well with those reported by
other empirical studies and also with a priori taxonomies designed for hypertext sys-
tems, although the observed link types were more generic compared to the specific link
semantics described by the closed hypertext link taxonomies. Independent verification
of different content linking practices, as demonstrated by (Haas and Grams, 1998b),
may be useful in future investigations. It may also be useful to be able to identify the
different content linking strategies ‘automatically’ in order to carry out a more focused
search for Associative Writing. Each linking practice may have properties which lend
themselves to automatic identification, for example, citation link anchors often take the
form of “[2]”, and structure link anchors the form “Section n”, although these usages
are by no means standard.

The relatively large number of ‘false positives’ reported by the investigation can be used
to inform updates to the search algorithm. These false positives were largely due to an
oversight in the design of the algorithm which considered each run of preformatted text
(even those encompassing several paragraphs) as a single region. The correct approach
would have been to split the preformatted text into paragraphs and then treat each
paragraph as a separate region.

However, the remaining false positive results may be more difficult to occlude from
the set of reported results: regions which met the requirement thresholds for ‘linked
content region’ were found on careful inspection to in fact serve a functional purpose.
The reporting thresholds were purposefully set high in investigation 2 in anticipation of
performing a manual verification of the results. It is reasonable to assume that future
investigations using lower reporting thresholds will uncover more examples of Associative
Writing (pages from the Astronomy Picture of the Day and Scientific American sites
would not have met the thresholds set in investigation 2), but that these results will be
polluted by such ‘functional content regions’ — results obtained from larger output sets
(beyond the means of thorough manual verification) may therefore be more difficult to
state with confidence.

Some further weaknesses in the investigation procedure can also be highlighted:
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Pseudo-random dataset The dataset used in this investigation was created by ran-
domly selecting 100 crawl data-files from the entire Internet Archive. However, since
the Internet Archive robots work by following links from each Web page they encounter
(and archive), each datafile is likely to contain a number of pages from the same site, and
therefore the dataset may not be a representative sample of the Web at large. However,
the storage architecture and sheer volume of information in the Internet Archive makes
it difficult to select pages truly at random. Perhaps a compromise would be to iteratively
select a number of pages at random from crawl data-files (also randomly selected), until
a dataset quota is met. It may also be necessary to check that the dataset contains no
duplicates (the same page archived at different times). A more representative dataset
would allow future results to be stated with a greater degree of confidence.

Link distribution The distribution of links in a region was identified as a useful metric
for distinguishing linked content regions from functional regions. A basic assumption
was that navigational regions would exhibit an ordered distribution, whereas linking in
content regions would be far more erratic and random. However, the link distribution of
a region was expressed as the average number of words appearing between link anchors,
which in itself does not capture the ‘orderliness’ of a linked region well. (Zhu et al., 2002)
demonstrate how a Markov model can be used to analyse and predict Web site navigation
patterns — this approach could be adapted to help identify linked content regions in
Web pages. Given a sequence of inter-link distances (distances in words between link
anchors), the Markov model could be used to predict the distance to the next link. We
would expect the prediction to fail often in content regions (unordered link distribution)
and succeed often in navigation regions (ordered link distribution).

3.4 Directions for Future Investigation

The aim of this section is to discuss how other related studies of Web linking phenomena
have helped propose possible future directions for uncovering and quantifying evidence
of Associative Writing in the Web.

3.4.1 Web Connectivity Analysis

Both investigations described in this chapter focused on the use of associative links within
content regions of individual pages. In contrast, Web Connectivity Analysis is the study
of the use of linking on the Web as a whole (Heylighen, 2000). According to Web
Connectivity analysts, all links on the Web are in principle equivalent — the Web itself
does not express any preference for one link or one document above another — however,
a lot of implicit information about the relative importance of links is contained in the
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connectivity or pattern of linkages between pages. Writers normally only link to other
pages that are relevant to the general subject of their writing, and of sufficient quality.
Therefore, high quality documents, containing clear, accurate and useful information,
are likely to have many links pointing to them, while low quality documents will get few
or no links. Hence there is a preference implicit in the total number of links pointing
to a page, although no explicit preference function is attached to the link. The creator
of a page p, by including a link to page q, has in some measure conferred authority on
q (Kleinberg, 1999a). This implicit “endorsement” is produced collectively, by the group
of all Web authors.

Extracting this implicit information from the connectivity of the Web has had impor-
tant implications for information retrieval. Traditional search engines built giant indices
allowing users to quickly retrieve the set of all Web pages containing a given word or
string. A topic of any breadth typically resulted in several thousand or even several
million relevant Web pages. Furthermore, the most authoritative pages on a topic often
don’t contain the search term. (Chakrabarti et al., 1999) point out, “there is no reason
to expect the home pages of Honda or Toyota to contain the term ‘japanese automobile
manufacturers’, or the home pages of Microsoft or Lotus to contain the term ‘software
companies’.” Connectivity analysis, in contrast allows the most “definitive” or “author-
itative” Web pages on a topic to be discovered. Communities of thematically related
pages on the Web can be characterised by the way in which they link to their most
central, prominent members. These prominent sources serve as a form of broad-topic
summary of a much larger underlying ensemble, condensing an enormous amount of
information down to a more tractable representation (Kleinberg, 1999b).

A number of algorithms exist to extract information about authoritative pages from
the link structure of the Web. The PageRank algorithm (Brin and Page, 1998) is used
by the popular Google search engine. Such search engines have introduced a “political
economy” of links in the Web (Walker, 2002). Since a link from p to q translates to a
precise PageRank value, a link from p to q has a clearer value to q than the content
of q ’s page has to p’s readers: the author of p “pays” for q ’s content with the link.
The HITS (Kleinberg, 1999a; Lempel and Moran, 2001) and Clever (Chakrabarti et al.,
1999) algorithms identify two types of pages: authorities that are linked to by many
good hubs, and hubs which are linked to many good authorities. Authorities on topics
are the most prominent sources of primary content. Hubs are high-quality guides and
resource lists that direct users to recommended authorities (Kleinberg, 1999b).

The identification of hubs and authorities in Web Connectivity Analysis could be useful
for uncovering evidence of Associative Writing in the Web: hubs may be a good starting
point for search/analysis. Kleinberg’s attempts to offset the effect of navigation links in
the identification of hubs and authorities are particularly relevant:

“We distinguish between two types of links...We say that a link is trans-
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verse if it is between pages with different domain names, and intrinsic if
it is between pages with the same domain name...Since intrinsic links very
often exist purely to allow for navigation of the infrastructure of the site,
they convey much less information than transverse links about the author-
ity of the pages they point to. Thus, we delete all intrinsic links from the
graph..., keeping only the edges corresponding to transverse links..” (Klein-
berg, 1999a).

Although observations from investigation 1 might suggest that “intrinsic” (functional)
links aren’t always navigational (and that “transverse” links aren’t always content links),
the removal of intrinsic links from the analysis seems to indicate that hubs would be
good sources of associative links. However, the hubs reported by Kleinberg do typically
take the form of long index pages or lists of links rather than pages created using an
Associative Writing strategy. Even so, this technique may be useful for “homing in” on
areas of interesting linking practices in the Web.

The addition of pages and links to the Web is a distributed, asynchronous, complex and
continual process (Pennock et al., 2002). Yet, when examined as a whole, discernible
linking patterns emerge, some of which are shared with other social and biological net-
works (Barabasi and Albert, 1999). The distribution of the number of links to and from
a Web page has been shown to follow a power law over many orders of magnitude. Power
law scaling can be attributed to a “rich get richer” (or “winner takes all”) mechanism:
as the Web grows, the probability that a given page receives a link is proportional to the
current connectivity of that page, leading to a relatively small number of sites receiving
a disproportionately large share of links. However, (Pennock et al., 2002) demonstrate
that, among collections of Web pages of the same type, the distribution of inbound links
deviates strongly from a power law at small connectivities, implying that, relative to
their community, winning pages don’t quite “take all” — less popular pages still attract
a considerably higher proportion of links than would be the case under a power law
distribution.

This assertion is encouraging since it implies that some well thought out linking strategies
are taking place beneath the linking “bandwagons”, and that the hub-based approach
proposed above may indeed uncover some examples of Associative Writing.

3.4.2 Dominance and Connectedness

(Jackson, 1997) demonstrates how network analysis can be applied to the interpreta-
tion of linking structures on the Web using indices of dominance and connectedness.
Dominance is the deviation from equality of the distribution of links among nodes. In a
system with high dominance, most links will connect to a select number of nodes. Con-
nectedness is the ratio of actual connections existing within a collection of pages to the
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High Dominance Low Dominance

High Connectedness Satellite structure Hypertext/Associative structure
Low Connectedness Index structure Linear, narrative structure

Table 3.5: Identifying various linking structures using network analysis (Jackson,
1997).

total number that are possible: a ratio of 1.00 would indicate a structure in which each
node is connected bidirectionally to every other node. Table 3.5 shows how measures
of dominance and connectedness can be used to identify various structures, described
below:

• High connectedness and high dominance indicates a network with a high number of
links, but a very skewed distribution of those links. Such a network might exhibit
a “satellite” structure in which a few dominant pages are central.

• High connectedness and low dominance indicates a network with a high number
of links distributed evenly across nodes. In such a structure, users may move from
any one node to another, at any time — this is the ideal structure to support the
associative movement proposed by the original hypertext vision (Bush, 1945).

• Low connectedness and low dominance indicates a network with few links dis-
tributed evenly across nodes, consistent with linear narrative offering few paths
through the pages (for example, an article divided into sections, with “next” and
“previous” links between each section).

• Low connectedness and high dominance indicates a network with a few links con-
centrated among a few pages, for example an information repository with a central
page acting as an index or “list of links” to all available information.

Jackson notes that as a “hypertext index”, connectedness would be useful to researchers
interested in assessing the extent to which Web designers are creating structures capa-
ble of supporting associative thought (Jackson, 1997). Measuring the dominance and
connectedness of collections or communities of pages may therefore help “home in” on
areas of the Web deserving more thorough investigation.

A further consideration for future work is that the complex social dynamics of the Web
may influence the way in which writers create links; for example, corporations don’t want
users to leave their site and so don’t provide links to competitors who may be offering
lower-priced services. In investigation 2, the dataset was chosen at random without
consideration of these factors — were we looking for evidence of Associative Writing
in places where one wouldn’t expect to find it anyway? Perhaps a better approach
would be to take a collection of pages that we would expect to be interconnected (for
example, a community of non-commercial pages on the same topic rather than competing
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commercial pages) and measure the dominance and connectedness of the community as
an indication of Associative Writing strategies taking place — the Web Connectivity
Analysis techniques outlined here could be used to help identify these communities in
the first instance.

3.5 Summary

This chapter has described two investigations which aimed to uncover evidence of As-
sociative Writing in the Web. Today’s Web is often heavily graphic- and navigation-
oriented, so to introduce these investigations, the question of how to look for evidence
of Associative Writing was first considered and the notion of “functional” and “content”
regions introduced. Functional regions — or “landmarks” (Nielsen, 1995) — on a Web
page serve to expose a site’s primary structure, by listing links to nearby pages or media
(home page, previous page, next page, search page, contents page), whereas content
regions remain largely unstructured are a potentially rich source of associative links.
It is therefore within these content regions that evidence of Associative Writing may
be found. The first investigation proceeded using a manual inspection of the content
regions of numerous Web sites and pages, based on the recommendations of colleagues.
Although some significant examples were found, in the form of pages from the Astronomy
Picture of the Day and Scientific American sites, prompting a discussion of the editorial
process behind both sites, the number of examples of Associative Writing uncovered was
far less than anticipated.

The second investigation therefore focused on conducting a systematic search of a much
larger cross-section of the Web than could be investigated by hand. This investiga-
tion took advantage of the vast digital repository of Web pages stored by the Internet
Archive, from which a dataset of 100 crawl data-files (archiving a total of 70,992 HTML
pages) was selected to form the basis of analysis. A generic algorithm was developed
to automatically split each page into its constituent functional and content regions, and
to determine whether the page potentially showed evidence of an Associative Writing
strategy. In the manual verification of the reported ’hits’ from the dataset, it was found
that the pages demonstrated several different content linking strategies, and that in to-
tal, evidence of Associative Writing accounted for at approximately 0.01% of the entire
dataset. The observed content linking strategies were correlated with those reported by
other empirical Web studies and also with a priori taxonomies designed for hypertext
systems. Future improvements to the search algorithm were suggested, including those
informed by a number of reported ‘false positive’ results. Related studies of Web link-
ing phenomena, such as the notions of ‘hubs’ and ‘authorities’ (Kleinberg, 1999a) and
‘dominance’ and ‘connectedness’ (Jackson, 1997), were also used to suggest alternative
approaches for future consideration.


